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Phonemic and category encoding of unattended
words in dichotic listening
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The claim that unattended items in dichotic listening are categorized (Smith & Groen, 1974)
was examined in three experiments using dichotic presentation and probe reaction time.
Negative probe words from the unattended list were more difficult to reject when the dichotic
lists shared a semantic category than when they differed in category, whether or not the
attended list was precued, thereby replicating and extending Smith and Groen's findings. The
difficulty with intralist probes following dichotic lists of a homogeneous category was found
to be a special case of the probe similarity effect, since extralist probes of the same category
as the attended input were rejected more slowly (and with more errors) than different category
probes. The effects of category homogeneity were evident on the attended, but not on the
unattended, inputs (Experiment 2). The third experiment compared focused and divided atten
tion with dichotic lists of unrelated items. Phonemically similar probes were more difficult
to reject when related to items on the attended channel in the focused condition than either
channel in divided attention, and easiest to reject when similar to an unattended item. Linear
regression confirmed that the unattended input was processed only at a precategorical
(acoustic) level.

The level of proeessing of unattended words in
diehotie listening has been extensively investigated to
test theories of attention proposing seleetion of inputs
at a prepereeptual vs. postpereeptual level. Postpercep
tual seleetion has been suggested by studies that
investigated the effeet of unattended material on
response to the attended message. Unattended words
ean bias the interpretation of an ambiguous attended
message (Laekner & Garrett, 1973), as ean subliminal
eue words for homophones presented at supraliminal
intensities (Henley, 1976). Effeets attributab1e to the
semantie proeessing of unattended iterns are, however,
not always facilitatory. When subjeets were asked to
decide if a probe word was an item on an attended
list, eorreet rejeetion of a negative probe that had been
an item on the unattended list was more diffieult when
the dichotieally presented lists eonsisted of words from
the same eategory rather than when the lists differed in
category (Smith & Groen, 1974).

Posner and Snyder (1975) suggest that semantie
analysis oeeurs with the automatie aetivation of
semantie pathways, resulting in a similar build-up of
semantie information for both attended and unattended
verbal material. However, when dichotie lists were from
the same semantie eategory, proeessing of unattended
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words eould have been due to semantie faeilitation by
attended words. Semantie facilitation has been found
between related dichotie words in divided attention
(Kadesh, Riese, & Anisfeld, 1976).

A number of findings do not support postpereeptual
seleetion. Context on either the attended or unattended
diehotie message deereases shadowing latencies;
however, the amount of eontext shows an inerement
in faeilitation only when it is on the attended input
(Underwood, 1977). Interferenee in shadowing has been
shown with synonyms of attended words presented on
the unattended ear (Lewis, 1970), but this oeeurs only
at early list positions when attention has not been fully
oriented (Treisman, Squire, & Green, 1974). With
simultaneous presentations of diehotie inputs, words
interfered in attended reeall no more than nonsense
syllables, whereas staggered unattended words were
more interfering (Davis & Smith, 1972). Semantic
faeilitation may lead to the pereeption of unattended
printed words semantieally related to attended words
(Underwood, 1976). However, the degree of faeilitation
is greater when both sets of words are attended to
(Dallas & Merikle, 1976).

When stimulus loeations (e.g., the to-be-attended
input) are clear, the presenee of an irrelevant stimulus
need not produee a defieit in relevant proeessing
(Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977) or in the memory for
attended items (Davis & Smith, 1972). Providing an
auditory eue (e.g., four digits) prior to list presentation
inereases perceptual seleetion by souree (Treisman et al.,
1974). With only a single tap on the attended ear prior
to list onset, Smith and Groen (1974) may not have
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provided an adequate cue. Semantic processing of
unattended words may, therefore, have been due to
some sampling of unattended items, as found by Smith
and Burrows (1974).

The following studies investigated response difficulty
to various probes (1) in a replieation of Smith and
Groen's (1974) study when the attended list was
random1y cued (Experiment 1), (2) with varied homo
geneity of category on the attended and unattended
lists (Experiment 2), and (3) re1ated semantical1y or
phonemically to list items in the absence of a definab1e
category (Experiment 3).

EXPERIMENT 1

This experiment partially replicated the Smith and
Groen (1974) study that had only five subjects. The
subject's task was to respond positive1y if the probe
word had occurred on the attended channel and
negative1y if it had not. Negative probes eould be
intralist (from the unattended channel) or extralist
(had not occurred on either channe1). The Smith and
Groen effeet was that intralist probes were more
difficult to reject when the attended and unattended
lists shared the same category than when they were of
different categories.

Measurement of a semantic effeet of the unattended
input may be influeneed by the rather short memory
span for unattended material (Glucksberg & Cowen,
1970; Klapp & Lee, 1974; Treisman, 1964). Unattended
verbal memory appears to decay rather than to be
disp1aced by subsequen t verbal input (Bryden, 1971).
Therefore, maximum response diffieulty should be
found when diehotic lists are presented within about
4 sec.

A faster rate of stimulus presentation than the
1 pair/sec used by Smith and Groen (1974) may
influence the efficiency of categorization. However,
assuming that both input channels are semantieally
ana1yzed, any effect of rate should occur for both
attended and unattended words. An indication of
proeessing efficieney for the attended list would be
shown by a category effect on probe decisions. Extralist
probes shou1d be more diffieult to reject when they
share the same category of the positive set than when
they differ in category (Lively & Sanford, 1972; Smith
& Groen, 1974).

In the present experiment, digits were used to initiate
half of the lists. It was predicted that with eued lists
there would be shorter latencies and fewer errors in
response to probes that had been unattended items.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were eight right-handed male volun

teers from an introductory psychology dass. No subject had
known hearing defects.

Apparatus, Stimulus tapes were prepared with a Sony TC·854
four-channel tape recorder. Trial segments were marked by
recording onto one channel 50-msec tones of I kHz, computer
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generated at Io-sec intervals. Paced by .5-sec tones, dichotic
word lists were recorded separately onto two other channels
at a rate of 1 word pair/500 msec. The last word pair for each
trial was enunciated before the corresponding single tone.
Word asynchrony was less than 80 msec, with neither channel
consistently leading. Half of the dichotic Iists (randomly
determined within four blocks) were preceded by 5 random
digits (excluding the digit 7) that were recorded onto the fourth
channel at 2 digits/sec. Probe words were recorded simultane
ously onto both word-list channels I sec after the single (end-of
list) tone for each trial. Digits, word lists, and probe words were
recorded in the same male voice.

Channel outputs were presented to the subject over
Akai ASE-95 matched stereo headphones at an intensity of
60 dB. The channel containing the digits was mixed via a
Revox A-77 tape recorder with the word list to be attended.
The end-of-list tones were mixed with both word-list channels
and were on-line to a PDP 11/10 computer, Precise measurement
of the interval from the tone to the Initiation of each probe
ward was measured preexperimentally by computer. This
Interval for each probe word was subtracted from the experi
mental response latency measured from the tone to depression
of one of two keys on a response panel. On-line response
latencies and accuracy rates were obtained per probe type and
experimental condition.

Stimulus materials. Word lists of six mono- or bisyllabic
nouns were constructed from category norms (Battig &
Montague, 1969). Within any list, the words were representative
of only one semantic category, Lists were paired with a different
list of words from the same category (AA lists) or with a list
from a different category (AB lists). There were 144 pairs of
lists for each combination, sampling 44 categories in all. Half of
the pairs within each list type were randomly designated to be
initiated by a digit sequenee, providing that categories were
represented equally often with and without list initiation, Each
list word was used twice, only onee on an attended list, and
the repetition was not probed.

Half of all probe words for AA and AB lists with and without
prelists were positive, being items drawn from the attended
lists. Negative probe words were either of the same category as
the attended list or of a different eategory. Intralist probes
(items drawn from the unattended lists) were of the same
category as attended words with AA lists, and of a different
category with AB lists. Extralist probes (items that had not
occurred on either list following both AA and AB lists) were
either of the same category as the attended list or of a category
different from both dichotic lists, Exarnples of lists and probe
words are given in Table 1. There were 12 trials per negative
probe type in each list-cornbination/prelist condition. Positive
and negative intralist probes were drawn equally often from
Serial Positions 1, 3, and 6.

Procedure. Output volumes were equated by each subject,
with dichotic prose recorded at the same volume as word lists.
Practice trials sampling all probes were given. No subject failed
to reach a criterion of 16/24 correct responses in a single
practice session.

The experimental session consisted of four blocks of trials,
with probe types and list conditions equally represented in
different randomizations within each block, The order of blocks
were counterbalaneed in a Latin square design over subjects.
Four subjects attended to the right ear, and the others to the
left ear for the whoie session. Responses were made with the
index or middle fingers of the hand ipsilateral to the attended
ear, and the fmgers for positive and negative responses were also
counterbalanced between subjects.

To minimize eye movements during list presentation, subjects
fixated a red spot affixed between the keys of the response
panel. Subjects were asked to respond "yes" if the probe ward
had occurred on the list presented to the attended ear,
otherwise, "no," by depression of the appropriately labeled
response key. Speed and accuracy were given equal emphasis.
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Figure I. Mean correct RTs and error rates for negative
probes following same (AA) and different (AB) category lists
with and without list cuing,
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interaction was significant [F(I,7) =6.98, p< .05].
Although the effect of cuing wasstronger for the extralist
than intralist probes of AA lists (see Figure I), the three
way interaction was not significant [F(2,14) = 3.26,
P > .05]. Error rates for intralist probes were similar
for the three serial positions probed with either list
pairing.

An analysis of mean correct RTs for negative probes
showed that response was slower following same (AA)
rather than different (AB) category lists [F(l,7) = 8.73,
p< .05]. RT for intralist probes (mean = 993 msec)
was slower than for extralist different category
probes (mean = 914 msec) [F(2,14) = 5.58, p< .05].
The interaction of Lists by Probe Type was significant
[F(2,14) = 7.53, p< .01]. Comparisons showed that
faster responses occurred for intralist (different
category) probes following AB lists than intralist (same
category) probes of AA lists [l.s.d.(14) = 159 msec,
p < .01]. Extralist different category probes received
faster responses following AB than AA lists; however,
the RT for extralist same category probes did not differ
with list pairing. The interaction of Cue by Probe Type
was also significant [F(2,14) = 5.76, p< .05]. The
effect of list cuing on RT was shown with extralist
rather than intralist probes. Responses to extralist same
category probes were significantly longer than for
extralist different category probes only when the lists
were cued [l.s.d.(14) = 145 msec, p< .01], indicating
that a category effect on response was dependent on
list cuing. The cuing digits may have primed category
recognition, since subjects had to recognize when the
digit string ended and the word list began. However,
this effect was c1early limited to the facilitation of
attended rather than unattended processing. The three-

Unattended List
Attended List

A A B

giraffe donkey garlic
rabbit leopard nutmeg
camel panther parsley
fox lamb sage
dog bull mint
!ion zebra ginger

Probe Word Correct Response Probe Source

Same Category Probes
camel positive intralist
panther negative intralist
monkey negative extralist

Different Category Probes
parsley negative intralist
Sharon negative extralist

Note-AA combinations paired attended and unattended lists of
the same category; AB combinations paired Iists of different
categories.

The response panel, labels, and headphones were reversed for
the last two trial blocks. Subjects were inforrned that some trials
would be initiated by digits on the ear to be attended, but that
these would never be tested. The input to the unattended ear
was identified as a distractor, and subjects were informed that
they would achieve better performance by ignoring it. Rest
periods were given after each of the trial blocks, and the session
lasted about 60 min.

Table I
Examples of Various Probe Words of the Same Category as the

Attended List or of a Different Category

Resultsand Discussion
Analysis of variance on mean correct reaction times

(RTs) and mean error rates for positive probes showed
no significant effects or interaction oflist pairing and list
cuing [F(l ,7) < I]. Of particular note is the absence
of aprefixation effect attributable to the cuing of lists
with irrelevant verbal stimuli. Without list cuing, the
mean positive RT was 876 msec, with a 12.5%error rate,
whereas following cued lists, the mean positive RT was
851 msec with 11.4% errors. As found by Smith and
Groen (1974), positive probe responses were faster and
more accurate only when the probe word has been the
last item on the attended list.

Mean correct RTs and error rates for negative probes
are shown in Figure I. An analysis of variance on errors
with the factors of cue (two), lists (two), and probe type
(three) showed that more errors were made with cued
than uncued lists [F(I ,7) == 7.30, P < .05] , with intralist
than either of the extralist probes [F(2,14) = 16.49,
p< .001], and with same category (AA) than different
category (AB) lists [F(l ,7) = 18.45, p<.O I]. The
Lists by Probe Type interaction showed that error rates
were higher for intralist probes of AA than AB lists,
whereas extralist probe error rates did not differ
between lists [F(2,14) = 12.44, n< .OOI]. List cuing
increased errors on AA but not AB lists; this Cue by List
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Table 2
Examples of Intralist and Extralist Probe Words for
Attended and Unattended Homogeneous (A) and

Mixed (X) Category Lists

A X A X

giraffe fmger donkey artist
rabbit dentist leopard kitchen
camel camel panther monkey
fox tea lamb couch
dog dove bull verb
lion window zebra typhoon

Probe Word Correct Response Probe Source

camel positive intralist
panther negative intralist
monkey negative intralist
Sharon negative extralist

way interaction was not significant [F(2,14) < 1].
It was predicted that emphasizing perceptual

selection by ear with an auditory cue would decrease
response difficulty for probes that had been unattended
items. The main finding of Smith and Groen (1974),
however, was replicated in both the cued and uncued
conditions. More response difficulty with intralist probes
of same rather than different category lists was,
therefore, not due to inadequate selection of dichotic
inputs. The highest error rates were found for intralist
(unattended) probes that matched the attended list
category. This could be due to the cornbined effects of
(l) matehing the attended list category and (2) having a
phonological representation in memory. A further test
of semantic processing of unattended words was carried
out in Experiment 2, which varied the homogeneity of
the categories on the dichotic lists.

Attended Unattended

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment I showed that probes that matched the
category of the attended list caused more response
difficulty than probes that did not. Between-categories
discrimination could occur when the probe word was of
a different category from the positive set. However,
when there is a category match of the probe word to
the positive set, correct responses to both positive and
negative intralist probes must be determined by item
rather than category features (i.e., within-categories
discrimination). The number of exemplars encoded for
a positive set category increased search time (Naus,
1974) and would be expected to influence within
categories discrimination. Furthermore, the number of
categories (in excess of two categories) encoded during
list presentation increased RT to category labels (Smith
& Abel, 1973) and should therefore have made between
categories discrimination more difficult.

If unattended words are semantically processed
(categorized) independently of the level of processing of
the attended list, then semantic activation by the
unattended iterns should produce a representation in
memory of these categories. The effect of unattended
words on within- and between-categories discrimination
was investigated by presenting dichotic lists in which
the category homogeneity was systematically varied
(see Table 2). The attended list was either homogeneous
(A) or mixed (X) in category. The unattended list could
either match the attended list (AA, XX combinations)
or not (AX, XA combinations). If unattended iterns
are semantically processed, then responses to intralist
probes (see Table 2) should be slower and errors more
frequent when the unattended list is homogeneous
rather than mixed (AA vs. AX, and XA vs. XX). This
tested within-categories discrimination , Extralist probes
of a different category from either list would test
between-categories discrimination. Responses to the
different category probes (extralist) should be slower
(with more errors) when the unattended list contains

Note-Attended A list paired with unattended A or X lists gives
AA or AX combinations; attended X list paired with unattended
A or X lists gives XA or XX combinations:

more categories (AX, XX> AA, XA), if indeed these
categories are encoded.

Method
Subjects. All 24 subjects were right-handed undergraduates

enrolled in introductory psychology courses, none of whom
had participated in Experiment 1 or had known hearing defects.
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two experimental
groups.

Apparatus. The experimental arrangement and tape prepara
tion was the same as for Experiment 1, with the exception that
all word Iists were preceded by five random digits on the
attended ear.

Stimulus materials. Lists of six words were constructed from
the pool of words used in Experiment 1. Half of the lists were
designated as attended lists, of which 80 lists consisted of words
from only one category, and 80 were made up of words from
different categories. Homogeneous attended lists were paired
with either (1) a different list of words from the same category
as the attended list (AA lists), or (2) a list of different category
words with only one word from the attended list category
(AX). Mixed category attended lists were similarly paired either
with (I) a list of words, all of the same category as one attended
word (XA), or (2) a mixed category list, of which only one word
was the same category as one attended word (XX).

List combinations and examples of probe words are
illustrated in Table 2. Half of all probe words were positive
(iterns that had occurred on the attended list). Negative probe
words were either intralist or extralist. Intralist probes were
items drawn from unattended lists and were of the same
category as the accompanying attended list word at the same
serial position (1, 3, or 6). Extralist probes were of a different
category from any item presented on either dichotic list. No
probe words were repeated. Extralist same category probes
(testing the effect of an acoustic representation in Experiment 1)
were not included in this study, The possibility of acoustic
representation influencing intralist probe difficulty should
have been constant across list conditions. An imbalance in same
vs. different negative probe frequency (2: 1) would not have
provided a reasonable test of list homogeneity effects.

Procedure, Word lists were presented at a rate of 2 pairs/sec.
Twelve subjects always received a homogeneous attended list
(AA and AX), the other subjects, a mixed category attended
list (XA and XX lists). With 10 trials per negative probe type per
list condition, positive and negative trials were randomized
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Figure 2. Mean correct RTs and error rates for negative
(intralist and extralist) probes following homogeneous attended
lists paired with unattended homogeneous (AA) or mixed
categories (AX) and mixed category attended lists paired with
unattended homogeneous (XA) or mixed categories (XX).

within two blocks for each group. Counterbalancing for attended
ear (right or left) and positive-negative response fingers was
carried out between subjects and remained constant for the
whole (40-min) session. Practice trials were given to criterion,
and rest periods were provided between blocks.

EXPERIMENT 3

were initial items on the unattended list. Although the
attended ear was cued, it is possible that with the onset
of dichotic inputs there may need to be some reorienta
tion to the appropriate ear. Some subjects apparently
found this difficult and sampled the initial unattended
item. This item may have been involuntarily incorp
orated into the positive set. Intralist probe RT and error
rates were similar at each serial position probed across
list conditions; however, a marked recency effect was
found with alllists for positive probes.

The error analysis (see Figure 2) showed a significant
main effect of probe type [F(2,22) = 109.86, P < .001] ,
and an interaction of Attended List Homogeneity by
Probe Type [F(2,22) =19.72, p< .001]. With a single
category on the attended list (AA and AX), errors to
intralist probes were higher (54.7%) than mixed
attended lists (XA and XX; 31.0%). For the category
manipulation on the unattended list to have had an
effect, the interaction of Probe Type by Unattended List
Homogeneity should have been significant. However,
it was not [F(2,22) < I]. Neither was the three-way
interaction significant [F(2,22) = 3.14, p > .05]. An
examination of errors to different probe types inde
pendently showed that there were slightly fewer errors
following XX lists. However, errors for extralist probes
increased by 14.4% when the attended list was mixed
rather than homogeneous (see Figure 2). The results
show that the category manipulation had a much greater
effect when this was carried out on the attended rather
than the unattended list.

The category relationship between list words was
constructed to permit semantic facilitation by either
the attended or unattended list. However, even with
this possibility, there was no evidence to suggest that
unattended processing influenced within-categories
discrimination when a probe word was of the same
category as attended list words. No decrease in RT or
errors was found for intralist probes (of the same
category as the attended list) when the attended list
was homogeneous (AA vs. AX). Only one unattended
item on the list produced as much or more difficulty
as six unattended items. Furthermore, responses to
XA and XX lists did not differ either,

To further examine the level of processing of
attended and unattended items, focused and divided
attention strategies were compared using completely
heterogeneous lists. A higher level of processing was
expected for attended than unattended items, and in
focused rather than divided attention. Semantic and
phonemic processing were investigated by comparing
performance on negative probes. Semantic processing
would be shown by a greater response difficulty to
probe words that were semantic associates of attended
or unattended list words than to nonassociates not
occurring on either list. Phonemic processing (i.e.,

BOO

ATTENDED LIST CATEGORY

HOMOGENEOUS MIXED

OU 0"
I'iJAX I'iJxx

00 "
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Results and Discussion
Mean correct RTs and error rates for positive,

negative intralist, and negative extralist probes following
AA, AX, XA, and XX lists are shown in Figure 2.

An analysis of variance with the factors of attended
list homogeneity (two), unattended list homogeneity
(two), and probe type (three) was performed on mean
correct response times. The only significant main effect
was that of probe type [F(2,22) =24.33, r < .001],
reflecting longer RTs for intralist than extralist probes,
which in turn were responded to slower than positive
probes. Only the three-way interaction was significant
[F(2,22) = 7.36, p< .01]. Decomposition showed that
variation in the homogeneity of either list had no effect
on positive or extralist probes, whereas the longest RTs
for intralist probes were found with AX lists. If
responses to intralist probes were longer following AA
rather than AX lists, and XA compared to XX lists,
this would indicate that categorization of unattended
items had occurred. No difference in RT was found
between XA and XX, and, in contrast, probe RT was
longer after AX than AA lists. No difference would
indicate no categorization of unattended items. The
generality of the unexpected increase in RT following
AX lists was examined in a post hoc analysis of serial
position. This intralist probe effect was attributable to
very long RTs for 5 out of 12 subjects to probes that



categorical perception) would be indicated by more
difficulty in response to probe words that differed in
only one phoneme from a word presented on a list
than in response to phonernically dissirnilar words.
Thus, it was expected that the relative levels of response
difficulty wou1d depend on recognition of some
sirnilarity in features between a probe word and a list
item; the specificity of difficulty (phonemic or
semantic) would, therefore, reflect the level at which
dichotic lists were processed.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 32 right-handed undergraduates,

No subject had a known hearing defect or had taken part in the
previous experiments. Subjects were randomly allocated to
either a focused attention or divided attention condition.

Apparatus. Tape preparation and stimulus presentation were
basically the same as in Experiment I, with word lists recorded
on two channels, prelist tones instead of digits on another
channel, and postlist tones on the fourth channel. An initial
tape was constructed with a total of 360 trials, 120 trials for
each of three dichotic list lengths (one, two, or four pairs) and
equal numbers of positive and negative probes drawn frorn either
channel. Two master tapes were then prepared from this tape,
one for the focused attention condition and one for the divided
attention. The focused attention tape was derived by randomly
transposing 50 of the 60 positive trials per list length initially
recorded on Channel2 onto Channel I, and at the same time
eliminating 10 of the 20 extralist unrelated probe trials. The
divided attention tape was prepared by eliminating five positive
trials per channel for each list length. These tapes gave a ratio
of 45 :55 positive-tc-negative trials. All word lists of the focused
attention tape were preceded by prelist tones on the attended
earts) and postlist tones on both ears by selectively mixing
Channels 3 and 4 with the attended and unattended word lists.

Stimulus materials. Dichotic lists with set sizes of one, two,
or four pairs of monosyllabic nouns were selected for equivalent
word frequencies (Howes, 1966; Thorndike & Lorge, 1944),
phonemic length (Landauer & Streeter, 1973), and low semantic
association values (Palermo & Jenkins, 1964; Postman & Keppei,
1970). Words on paired lists shared no more than one phoneme
in the same position.

The definition of probe words is illustrated in Table 3.
Positive probes were items of the attended list in focused
attention (50 trials per set size) and of either list in divided
attention (25 trials per channel per set size). Negative probes
in divided attention were (1) phonemic, (2) semantic, or
(3) unrelated probes. Phonemic probes were low associates
of all list items on a given trial and differed from the probed
item in only one phonerne, the change in phoneme occurring
with either the initial or final consonant, or the vowel. Semantic
probes were phonernically unrelated to all list items per trial
but were of high associative value with one itern. Channels were
probed equally often with phonemic and semantic probes
(10 trials per channel per probe) and over Serial Positions I, 2,
and 4 in the set size of four pairs. Unrelated probes were
phonemically and semantically unrelated to items on both
dichotic lists, and therefore served as a control probe measure
for both phonemic and semantic probes.

Focused attention contained the same phonemic and
semantic probes for each channel as in divided attention but
were designated as attended or unattended list (negative) probes,
I'here were 10 trials with unrelated probes, and the balance
of trials was made up with intralist probes, identical to items on
:he unattended list. Trials were randomly distributed within
olocks by set size with 110 trials per block.

Procedure. As in the previous experiments, response finger
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Table 3
Examples of Dichotic Lists in Focused and Divided Attention

Conditions and the Relationship oe Various Probe WOlds
to the Respective lists

Channel I Channel 2

farm mouse
knot soap
king park
pipe glue

Probe
Correct Response Probe Classification

Words Focused Divided Focused Divided

farm positive positive identical identicalsoap negative*
knob negative negative phonemic phonemicpart
queen negative negative semantic semanticrat
lime negative negative unrelated unrelated

Note-Channell = [ocused attended, divided attended;
Channel2 =[ocused unattended, divided attended.
"In the [ocused condition, only the attended items constituted
the positive set.

and order of blocked presentations were counterbalanced
between subjects. Of the 16 subjects asked to attend equally to
both lists, 8 subjects received Channel I to the right ear; the
remainder had the same channel to the left ear. In focused
attention, half of the subjects attended to the right ear and half
to the left ear. Practice lists sampled all probe types and
preceded each set size. Rest periods were given after every
55 trials during the 90-min session.

Results and Discussion
Probe words (positive or negative) were classified

according to whether they were identical (intralist)
or related (phonemic or semantic) to list words on either
Channe1 1 or 2. In both attention conditions, Channel1
was the attended input. Channel 2 was also an attended
input in the divided attention condition, whereas it was
the irrelevant input in the focused condition. Unrelated
probes could not be classified in terms of channel of
relation, since they were unrelated to all items on both
lists.

The mean RTs for correct responses are shown in
Figure 3. An ANOVA was performed on mean correct
RTs with the factors of attention condition (focused vs.
divided), set size (one, two, or four pairs), channe1
(I vs. 2), and probe type (intralist, phonernic, or
semantic). Response latency increased with set size
[F(2,30):::: 6.15, p < .05] and was slower after
phonernic probes [F(2,30):::: 45.08, p < .001]. The
interaction of Attention by Set Size by Probe Type
was significant [F(4,60):::: 3.81, p< .001]. RT for
intralist and phonemic probes increased to a greater
extent with set size in the focused than in the divided
conditions. Probe type interacted with attention
condition [F(2,30):::: 8.03, p < .01] as weIl as channel
[F(2,30) :::: 47.28, p < .001]. The three-way interaction
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Figure 3. Mean correct RTs for positive and various negative probes with focused and divided attention, Probes were
identical to a list item (positive and negative intralist), phonemically or semantically related to a word on Channel 1 or 2,
or unrelated to words on either list.

of Probe Type by Attention Condition by Channel was
significant [F(2,30) = 24.94, p < .001]. However, the
four-way interaction was not significant [F(4,60) = 1.64,
p > .05].

Summing across set size, comparisons showed that
RT to semantic probes did not differ in terms of the
channel to which that probe was related, in either the
focused(mean = 645 msec) or divided (mean = 680 msec)
condition. Positive probes were responded to similarly
in the focused condition (mean = 641 msec) and
either channel in the divided condition (mean =620,
635 msec). The negative intralist probe from the
attended channel in focused attention was responded to
more slowly than positive probes in either attention
condition. This negative probe also produced longer
latencies (mean = 736 msec) than the phonemic probe
of the unattended list (mean = 655 msec). However,
phonemic probe RT of the focused attended list
(mean =866 msec) did not differ from the same
attended list in divided attention (mean = 832 msec),
nor did the latter differ from the other divided attended
list (mean = 797 msec).

In view of the large difference in RT between
phonemic and semantic probes, the generality of
phonemic probe effects was examined further. Mean
correct RTs for phonemic probes were compared with
those for unre1ated probes using Clark's (1973) min F'
test. The factors for both subject and word analyses
were attention condition (two), set size (two), and probe
type (phonemic probe of Channel I, Channel 2, or
unrelated probe). There were twice as many unrelated
probes in divided than in focused attention. Therefore,
only the RTs for unrelated probes presented in both
conditions were used in this analysis. The set-size
effect that had been significant with subjects was not
significant with words [min F'(1,101) = 2.22, P > .05].
Slower responses occurred with phonemic probes of

items on Channel1 than with phonemic probes of
Channe12 or unrelated probes [min F'(l ,107):: 24.12,
p < .001]. The significant interaction of attention
condition with probe type [min F'(l,l 05) = 5.15,
P < .05] showed that rejecting phonemic probes of the
unattended list was no more difficult than rejecting
unrelated probes. However, probes that were phonemic
ally related to the attended inputs (Channel1 in
focused, both channels in divided) were more difficult
to reject than unrelated probes.

Errors, Mean errors (shown in Table 4) were analyzed
with the factors of attention condition (two), set size
(three), channel of probe (two), and probe type (three:
intralist, phonemic, semantic). All main effects were
significant (p< .001), as were all two-way interactions
except Set Size by Channel [F(2,30) = 1.48, p > .05] .
Since the four-way interaction was not significant
[F(4,60) =2.33, p > .05], the results will be considered
in terms of the significant three-way interactions. The
interaction of Attention by Set Size by Channel
[F(2,30) = 12.64, p< .001] showed that errors
increased with set size for probes of both attended
channels in divided attention, whereas errors increased
with set size on only the attended channel in focused
attention; that is, there was no effect of set size on
errors to probes related to the unattended input. The
interaction of Set Size by Channe1 by Probe Type
[F(4,60) = 13.01, p< .001] indicated that error rates
increased with set size more for phonemic probes of
Channel1 (attended in both attention conditions)
than Channel 2, but not far intralist or semantic probes.
The only other significant interaction, Attention by
Channel by Probe Type [F(2,30) = 12.26, p < .001] ,
reflected the difference in error rates between channels
with only intralist and phonemic probes in focused
attention, whereas in divided attention there was no
channel difference. Amin F' test on phonemic vs.
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Table4
Mean Percent Errors for Each Channelin Focusedand Divided Attention According to Set Sizeand Probe Type

Set Size 1 Set Size 2 Set Size4

Focused Divided Focused Divided Focused Divided
Probe Chan-
Type nel Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE Mean SE

1 7.9 1.3 6.5 1.3 4.7 1.4 18.5 2.7 9.8 2.0 17.6 3.7Intralist
2* 1.9 1.4 11.0 2.2 2.8 1.8 11.9 2.2 10.3 2.2 27.1 3.8

1 21.3 6.3 30.2 4.0 15.0 5.1 26.1 3.7 42.6 5.3 49.0 4.5Phonemic
2 .6 .6 26.3 5.2 3.1 1.5 32.3 4.7 2.1 1.2 45.3 4.2

1 3.1 1.2 .6 .6 .6 .6 5.1 1.8 2.1 1.2 5.8 1.8Semantic
2 1.3 1.3 1.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 4.4 1.6 3.6 1.1 12.1 2.4

Unrelated .6 .6 .3 1.3 .6 .6 1.0 .5 4.3 1.2 9.4 2.1

"Intralistprobeson Channel 2 werepositivein dividedattention but negative in focusedattention.

unrelated probes supported the difference between
attended and unattended phonemic probe errors
[rnin F'(1 ,42) =8.32, p < .01] .

Since unrelated and semantic probes were rejected
with equal ease, it appears either (1) that semantic
associates with heterogeneous lists may not have been
sufficiently sensitive to measure the degree of semantic
processing, or (2) that the level of processing was mostly
phonemic. If semantic attributes of list items had been
encoded, then this information should have facilitated
the rejection of phonemic probes, and more so in
focused than in divided attention. Some support for the
effect of attention strategy on the accuracy of phonemic
probe rejection can be seen in Table 4. The same
phonemic probes of the attended list (Channel I) were
responded to with fewer errors in each set size (from 7%
to 11%) in focused than in divided attention. However,
phonemic encoding may also have been better in focused
than in divided attention. A separate analysis of intralist
vs. unrelated probes according to attention condition,
channel, and set size gave only a main effect of attention
condition [F(1 ,30) =4.18, p < .05], reflecting higher
error rates in divided than in focused attention.

The effect of attended list phonemic probes clearly
suggests that adecision difficulty was produced and an
incorrect response initiated on the basis of a phonemic
match of the probe word to an item in memory, which
shared two phonemes with the probe. This difficulty
was not found with phonemic probes of the unattended
list. Yet, intralist probes from the unattended list
produced adecision difficulty that remained constant
over set size. If unattended items had been encoded
phonernically, they should have presented a similar level
rf difficulty as negative intrallst probes.

The level of encoding of attended vs. unattended
tems was further examined with linear-regression
inalyses. The steeper slope for the positive probe RT
unction in focused attention (64.54 msec) compared
vith the slope for the negative intralist (unattended)
irobe (37.56 msec) suggests that this negative probe
nay have been rejected following a preliminary scan for
tem relevancy. The difference between the positive and

negative intrallst slopes (27 msec) suggests that a second
scan was initiated at a rate very similar to that for
divided attention positive probes (25.29 msec).
However, if an initial scan is suffieient for a negative
response criterion to be reached (Heussman & Woocher,
1976), then the similarity in slope between the negative
intralist and focused unrelated probe (35.16 msec)
cannot be explained. Clearly, any preliminary scan must
have also taken into account the dissimilarity of the
unrelated probe to the positive set of attended items.
The slope for the phonemic probe of the unattended
list (37.19 msee) was almost identical to that for the
negative intralist probe. The difference in in tereepts
(intralist, 649 msec; phonemic, 568 msec) refleets the
greater decision time to reject the intrallst than the
phonemic probes related to unattended items, whieh
were at the level of difficulty of unrelated probes
(intercept, 555 msec). Therefore , unattended words
could not have been phonemically analyzed.

The syllable is generally considered to be the "basic
acoustic unit of speech perception" (Studdert-Kennedy,
1976, p. 153). Since the words in all lists were mono
syllabic and generally low frequency, phonemic
encoding may have required attention. Infrequent
words differ phonemically from common words
(Landauer & Streeter, 1973). Furthermore, even when
the memory span was not exceeded, phonemic encoding
was more efficient with focusing on one input than
attempting to allocate attention between pairs of words.
Thus, the better processing of focused attended words
was gained at the expense of unattended proeessing.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Experiment 1 replicated the main finding of Smith
and Groen (1974). Negative intralist (unattended item)
probes were more difficult to reject when dichotic
lists shared rather than differed in category. This
difficulty was not reduced by precuing the attended
list. Extralist probes matehing the attended list category
were also more difficult to reject than nonmatehing
probes. However, this category effect was only evident
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with probes following cued lists, suggesting that percep
tual selection promoted more efficient categorizing
of attended but not unattended words. When the probe
matched the category on the attended list and had been
an unattended item, it was more likely to be responded
to in error.

Experiment 2 showed that the difficulty in response
to intralist probes did not vary with the homogeneity
of category on the unattended list. The number of
categories on an unattended list and the number of
exemplars between lists matehing the attended list
category did not consistently affect RT or errors
with the appropriate probes. However, both factors
contributed to response difficulty with attended list
homogeneity.

Experiment 3 found no evidence for response
difficulty of semantic origin with either attended or
unattended list probes. However, both errors and RT
indicated that phonemic analysis of attended words
had taken place. Positive intralist (attended items)
and negative phonemic probes of the attended list were
responded to more accurately in focused than in divided
attention. Negative intralist probes showed more
decision difficulty than phonemic probes of the
unattended list, suggesting that a precategorical acoustic
trace can be sufficient to produce a response difficulty.

Probe words that shared a feature with items of the
positive set were more difficult to reject than probes
that did not have this feature. This has been shown both
at a phonemic level (Foss & DoweIl, 1971) and at the
level of conceptual representation (Dumas, Gross, &
Checkosky, 1972; Eilis & Chase, 1971; Lively &
Sanford, 1972; Smith & Groen, 1974). Intralist probe
difficulty fol1owing categorizable dichotic lists appears
to be a special case of the probe similarity effect. The
category on the unattended list appears to be important
only insofar as it defines the category relationship
between an intralist probe and the category of the
positive set. Same category lists and thus category
matehing intralist probes seem to be sufficient to
produce a considerable difficulty in correct rejection of
the intralist probe. Extralist probes also matehing the
attended list category produce a similar difficulty.
However, extralist probes cannot be matched to an
item representation in recent memory, whereas any
additional difficulty, and higher error rates, with intralist
probes can be attributed to such an item feature match.

In Experiment 1, there was some evidence for a
decrement in the efficiency of attended list processing
with noncued lists. Intralist probe difficulty was stable
irrespective of perceptual selection. However, when
category information pertaining to the attended list
appeared to be lacking, response difficulty with intralist
probes cannot be accounted for on a semantic basis.
As found in Experiment 3, and by Byrnes (1976), a
probe from an unattended list can produce response
difficulty. Furthermore , the variables that should
influence search and decision time (Experiment 2)

showed no effect of unattended item processing. It is
possible that the dichotic words were adequately tagged
by ear of arrival, and would therefore not influence
response. Then, intralist probe errors should have been
lower in the categorizing experiments.

Lyons (1974) found that probes rhyming with the
most recent unattended items on lO-word lists were
more likely to be responded to in error than semantical1y
related probes. This fmding suggests phonemic analysis
of the unattended input, contrary to the present results.
However, Lyons' (1974) subjects were given 8 sec to
respond. The acoustic similarity of the probe to an item
in recent memory could have precipitated phonemic
analysis during the response interval, rather than during
list presentation.

Differential processing of verbal material (e.g.,
phonemic vs. semantic) has been found even with tasks
not involving perceptual selection (Golds tein , 1975;
Treisman & Squire, 1974). It is not surprising, then,
to find evidence for semantic analysis when the subject
can conceptualize a category as being representative of
an attended list, thereby facilitating task performance.
An awareness of decision difficulty when presented
with phonemic probes (varying in the location of
phonemic dissimilarity within an item) may weIl have
increased the probability of fine phonemic discrimina
tion during list presentation. Unattended words may be
semantically analyzed, for example, under conditions
of uncertainty in perception (e.g., when the relevant
message is ambiguous). However, when task performance
cannot benefit from unattended processing, categorical
perception at either a phonemic or semantic level
appears to be confined to the attended message. Pre- vs.
postperceptual selection may need to be considered in
terms of the conditions conducive to task performance.
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